We study the design of polylogarithmic depth algorithms for approximately solving packing and covering semidefinite programs (or positive SDPs for short). This is a natural SDP generalization of the well-studied positive LP problem.
Introduction
Solvers for linear programs (LPs) and semidefinite programs (SDPs) are important algorithmic tools for many computational tasks, spanning the fields of computer science, operations research, statistics, and applied mathematics. Although polynomial-time generic solvers for LPs and SDPs have been known for a long time, their performance is often unsatisfactory in the big-data scenario.
In the past two decades, a significant amount of attention has been paid towards a special class of LPs and SDPs, known as positive LPs [23] and positive SDPs [20] respectively. At a high level, positive LPs are characterized by non-negative variables and a non-negative constraint matrix; similarly, positive SDPs are described by positive semidefinite (PSD) matrix variables and a family of PSD matrices as constraints. In this paper, we are interested in solving positive SDPs, formally defined as follows.
Positive SDP. Given m × m PSD matrices A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n , positive SDP (after putting in its standard form) refers to the following pair of SDPs: 1 Packing SDP:
Covering SDP:
Since the two programs are dual to each other, let us denote by OPT the optimal value to both of them. Also, let x * be any optimal solution for the packing SDP (1.1). We say that x ≥ 0 is a (1 − ε)-approximation to the packing SDP if In this paper, we assume without loss of generality that min i∈[n] { A i spe } = 1 where A i spe is the spectral norm of A i , since otherwise one can scale all A i by a constant factor, and the solution OPT as well as x * are only affected by this same constant factor. We denote by A = (A 1 , . . . , A n ).
History. Positive SDP instances have been used to model a large numer of computational problems, such as Max-Cut [14, 20] , sparse PCA [14] , coloring [14] , the ARV relaxation of SparsestCut [13] and BalancedSeparator [6, 28] , and many others. Positive SDPs also found application in computational complexity, where they were crucial in establish the QIP = PSPACE equivalence [15] , as well as in quantum interactive proofs [16] and quantum zero-sum games [17] . In addition, techniques developed in this line of research have also inspired many other important results, most notably regarding spectral graph theory [1, 27, 28] . While there has been a lot of research on the fast approximate solution of positive LPs [2, 3, 5, 7-10, 12, 21, 23-26, 30, 33, 34] , the more general positive SDP case has lagged somewhat behind. Most known positive SDP solvers [4, 6, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] demand a parallel running time that is polylog(nm/ε) · poly(ρ) in order to produce a (1 ± ε) approximation of the optimal value. In this expression, ρ is a "width" parameter that depends on the numeric value of the SDP and that can sometimes be as large as poly(n, m).
In a seminal work in 1993, Luby and Nisan [23] introduced the first width-independent and polylogarithmic-parallel-time positive LP solver. Based on this breakthrough, in 2011, Jain and Yao [18] proposed the first approximate positive-SDP solver that is width-independent and whose parallel running time is only poly(log n, 1 ε ). In fact, their algorithm is a faithful generalization of the positive LP solver of Luby and Nisan [23] to positive SDPs. Although the convergence rate (i.e., number of parallelizable iterations) required by Luby and Nisan's algorithm is only O(log 2 (nm)/ε 4 ), the convergence rate of Jain and Yao's is as large as O(log 14 (nm)/ε 13 ) (see Table 1 ). This significant loss in the running time stems from the harder task of computing with matrices and in particular by the loss of commutativity with respect to the vector setting.
The poor theoretical performance of [18] has attracted some researchers to study alternative positive-SDP solvers. Motivated by Young's algorithm [33] for positive LPs, two alternative solvers have been proposed [19, 29] . However, the theoretical convergence rates of these two new solvers remain unclear, because Young's algorithm, in its current form, requires some monotonicity arguments. Although such monotonicity holds naturally in the vector (i.e., LP) case, they do not generalize to the matrix (i.e. SDP) world. See Section 2 for a detailed discussion on this.
As a result, the best parallel running time of width-independent positive SDP solvers remains to be O(log 14 (nm)/ε 13 ) due to Jain and Yao [18] . This Paper. In this paper, we present an algorithm PosSDPSolver(A, ε) that runs only in O(
) iterations. This matches the best convergence rate of the width-independent parallel positive LP solver [3] , and is a significant improvement over the best known width-independent positive SDP solver by Jain and Yao [18] . (See Table 1.) Our algorithm is also much simpler than all the previous width-independent positive SDP solvers. Our algorithm is simply divided into O(
) iterations. Starting from some initial vector x ≥ 0, in each iteration, we compute n matrix exponential computations A 1 • e Ψ , . . . A n • e Ψ for some symmetric matrix Ψ satisfying Ψ spe ≤ O(log(nm)/ε), and then change x i according to the value of A i • e Ψ . This same algorithm simultaneously produces 1 ± O(ε) approximate solutions to the packing SDP (1.1) and the covering SDP (1.2), and avoids the complicate use of "phases" and restarts that are required by previous solvers [18, 19, 29] .
We remark here that, as originally put forward by Arora and Kale [6] , and then formally considered by Peng and Tangwongsan [29] , each of our iterations can be implemented to run in O(log 2 (nm)/ε) parallel time after some simple preprocessing. In fact, such computations are required by all the previous width-independent positive SDP solvers as well.
Our Techniques. Our algorithm is directly based on the optimization framework of the positive LP solver recently put forward by Allen-Zhu and Orecchia [3] . However, there are some technical challenges that have forced us to make both our algorithm and analysis different from [3] .
To begin with, just like the result in [3] , we interpret the positive SDP problem as a purely optimization question, i.e., to minimize f (x) for some convex function f = f sdp that is an SDP extension over its LP choice f lp proposed in [3] . In each iteration of our algorithm, we compute the coordinate gradient
An Old Story. In [3] , they update each x i as follows. First, compute ξ i to be essentially min{1, ∇ i f (x)}, and call it the "truncated gradient". 2 Next, update each x i ← x i · e −αξ i for some global parameter α = Θ(ε 2 / log(nm)) > 0.
The key idea behind the convergence result of [3] is that, if one changes x according to the rule above, then for each "important" i ∈ [n] (i.e., coordinates i satisfying ∇ i f (x) ∈ [−ε, ε]), we have that ∇ i f (x) is guaranteed to change multiplicatively within a factor of 1 ± 1 2 as x changes, and therefore the sign of ∇ i f (x) for each important i remains the same before and after each update. This leads to the conclusion that the objective value f (x) effectively decreases during each iteration.
However, the "multiplicative-change guarantee" is false in our SDP setting.
Our New Ideas. In this paper, we make two important observations. First, suppose for a moment that x is updated in a sign-consistent manner: either it nondecreases or it non-increases for all the coordinates. Under this sign-consistent assumption, ∇ i f (x) still does not necessarily remain in the same sign for each important coordinate i, so the previous analysis of [3] remains failed in the SDP setting. Instead, we show that, a carefully chosen weighted summation of ∇ i f (x) does remain in the same sign, and this is sufficient for the purpose of proving that the objective effectively decreases. To show that this weighted summation remains in the same sign, we make use of an extension of the Lieb-Thirring inequality that we have discovered and may be of independent interest. We shall discuss this and its relationship to positive SDP in Section 2.
Second, to ensure that x is updated in a sign-consistent manner, we introduce randomness as follows. We flip an unbiased coin at each of our iterations, and choose to either update x i 's in a nondecreasing manner (therefore ignoring all coordinates i with ∇ i f (x) > 0), or in a non-increasing manner (therefore ignoring all coordinates i with ∇ i f (x) < 0). Such a random choice can be shown to decrease the objective f (x) well in expectation, but adds a lot difficulty to the covering SDP side. In short, after such randomness is introduced, the old analysis of [3] only gives a solution Y whose expectation E[Y ] is feasible to the covering SDP (1.2): that is,
Such a result is totally useless because we need A i • Y ≤ 1 for each i ∈ [n], and therefore we need to propose a totally different analysis that bypasses this difficulty (see Section 6).
Conclusion.
In this paper we show that the positive LP solver by Allen-Zhu and Orecchia [3] can be extended to the SDP setting without any asymptotic loss in the convergence rate.
At a high level, to convert any positive LP solver to SDP, one needs to tradeoff between (a) "what is allowed to be changed in the algorithm without hurting its performance" and (b) "what must be changed in order to work with matrix algebra". In this paper, we make use of the optimization framework which gives us the maximum freedom in (a), and discover a new matrix inequality that gives us better understanding in (b). Together, they lead to a width-independent, parallel, simpler, and faster solver for positive SDP.
Roadmap
We introduce our new matrix inequality and discuss about its connection to positive SDP in Section 2. Next in Section 3 we describe our algorithm PosSDPSolver. In Section 4, we define an objective f µ (x) and relates it to positive SDP. In Section 5 and Section 6 respectively, we describe the convergece analyses for the packing and the covering SDPs.
Matrix Algebra
We denote by A • B = Tr(AB) = Tr(BA) the matrix inner product, and by A spe the spectral norm of a matrix A. If X is symmetric, we use e X to denote its matrix exponential. We write A 0 if A is positive semidefinite (PSD), and A B if A − B 0. Some False Matrix Inequalities. A fundamental inequality that the positive LP solver [3] relies on, after translating to our SDP case, is that for every symmetric matrix Ψ and every i ∈ [n],
However, this inequality is false.
A fundamental inequality that the positive LP solvers [7-9, 33, 34] rely on, after translating to our SDP case, is that for every symmetric matrix Ψ and every i ∈ [n],
However, this inequality is again false. Both the inequalities above become true if Ψ and B are diagonal matrices or simply commutative. This is precisely why the aforementioned positive LP solvers are correct: positive LP is a special case of positive SDP with diagonal matrices.
In fact, the positive SDP solvers proposed in [19, 29] do rely on the second inequality above, and have stated a convergence rate of O(
). It is not clear how this can be fixed. 3
Our New Approach. In this section, we shall prove that
This non-trivial matrix inequality holds even if B and Ψ are not commutable, and shall become important for our later proofs in Section 5.1. We shall prove this by first establishing an interesting extended form of the Lieb-Thirring inequality. In 1976, Lieb and Thirring [22] proved that for every A, B 0 and every r ≥ 1, it holds that Tr(B 1/2 A 1/2 B 1/2 ) r ≤ Tr(B r/2 A r/2 B r/2 ). This inequality is known as the Lieb-Thirring inequality and is famous for its applications in quantum mechanics and differential equations. Very recently, Allen-Zhu, Liao, and Orecchia have connected it to the online matrix optimization problems [1] .
In the special case of r = 2, the Lieb-Thirring inequality says that Tr(B 1/2 A 1/2 B 1/2 ) 2 ≤ Tr(BAB). In this paper, we discover the following extended form of the Lieb-Thirring inequality, which turns out to be very crucial for the convergence analysis of our positive SDP solver. To the best of our knowledge, this inequality has not appeared in the literature. 
Unlike the original proof of Lieb-Thirring inequality which relies on Epstein's concavity theorem, our proof of Lemma 2.1 relies on Lieb's concavity theorem: Proposition 2.2 (Lieb's concavity theorem). For all m × n matrices K, and all q, r such that 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, with q + r ≤ 1, the function F (A, B)
, where A (resp. B) is over the set of all m × m (resp. n × n) positive definite matrices.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. The inequality is obvious when α = 0 or α = 1, and therefore we shall assume without loss of generality that α ∈ (0, 1). In addition, we can assume without loss of generality that B is diagonal: otherwise, one can apply an orthogonal transformation to make B diagonal.
Let us write A = A D + A 0 , where A D is the diagonal part of A, and A 0 is the off-diagonal part of A.
In fact, we notice that A 0 implies A D is positive in all of its diagonal entries. As a consequence, there exists some constant ε > 0 such that A λ 0 even for all λ ∈ [−ε, 1]. Now, consider two matrix-to-real functions g(A)
is concave in A (over the positive definite cone). In contrast, h(A) is simply a function that is linear in A. Therefore, R(λ) def = g(A λ ) − h(A λ ) is defined and concave over λ ∈ [−ε, 1], and Lemma 2.1 is equivalent to saying that R(1) ≤ 0.
We begin analyzing R(λ) by noticing that R(0) = g(A 0 ) − h(A 0 ) = 0: this is a simple consequence of the fact that B, being a diagonal matrix, commutes with A 0 = A D . Therefore, combined with the concavity of R(λ), to prove R(1) ≤ 0 it suffices to prove that R(λ) is differentiable at λ = 0 and R (0) = 0.
First of all,
α is differentiable at λ = 0 and its derivative at λ = 0 has zero diagonal entries. Indeed, using the representation
Noticing in the above equality A 0 is a matrix with zero diagonal entries, while (A D + xI) −1 and A D (A D +xI) −1 are both diagonal matrices. Therefore, M 1 (0) is a matrix with zero diagonal entries.
is differentiable at λ = 0 and M 2 (0) is a matrix with zero diagonal entries.
Finally, we can compute that
Clearly, this means R (0) = 0 because M 1 (0), M 2 (0) and A 0 are all matrices with zero diagonal entries, and B and A D are diagonal matrices.
Our extended Lieb-Thirring inequality immediately yields the following monotonicity property on matrix exponential, which is a formal statement of (2.2). Its proof is deferred to Appendix A. Lemma 2.3. Given PSD matrix A satisfying εI A 0 and symmetric matrix Ψ, define function f (t) def = A • e Ψ+tA over real values t. Then, 0 ≤ f (t) ≤ εA • e Ψ+tA = εf (t) for all t. As a result: (a) f (t) ≤ f (0) · e εt for all t ≥ 0, and
Algorithm 1 PosSDPSolver(A, ε) Input: A = (A 1 , . . . , A n ) where each A i ∈ R m×m is PSD, and ε ∈ (0, 1/10]. Output: nonnegative vector x ∈ R n ≥0 and PSD matrix Y ∈ R m×m . 1: µ ← ε 4 log(nm/ε) and α ← εµ 4 . parameters
Randomly choose T (k) to be either T − or T + , each with probability half.
6:
for i ← 1 to n do
7:
Compute the feedback
Perform an update:
end for 10: end for 11: return
[−1, ∞), and perform a multiplicative update
Here, T(·) is randomly chosen (for each iteration k) as either T − or T + , defined as follows:
Note that if T = T − then the variables of x monotonically non-decreases, and vice versa.
Remark 3.2 (Matrix Exponentials)
. Matrix exponential computations are required by all widthindependent positive SDP solvers, and dominate the complexity of each algorithmic iteration. Like in previous solvers, it is a simple exercise to verify that our entire analysis in this paper continues to hold, though with a worsen constant, if we are only computing the values
up to a 1 ± ε/2 multiplicative factor. Therefore, for simplicity's sake, in this paper we assume that the matrix exponentials can be computed exactly. Note that the 1 ± ε/2 approximate computations of e
can be performed in polylog parallel iterations. 4 We summarize our theorem as follows. 4 More precisely, when each Ai = QiQ 
The Convex Objective
We define the following convex objective for the positive SDP problem. It is completely analogous to its LP variant introduced in [3] , and therefore we state its properties without proof. 
We want to study the minimization problem on f µ (x) over all x ≥ 0. This objective f µ (x) captures the packing SDP because, on one hand we want to minimize −1 T x so as to maximize 1 T x, and on the other hand the exponential penalty function says if i∈[n] x i A i (1 + ε)I is violated, a large positive penalty is introduced. 
Convergence Analysis for Packing SDP
Throughout this paper, we use superscript x (k) to represent vector x at iteration k, and subscript x i to represent the i-th coordinate of vector x. Our convergence analysis is divided into three steps, and the first step is the main technical difference between this paper and its LP variant [3] .
Step I: Gradient Descent. We interpret (see Section 5.1 for details) each update x
as a gradient descent step, 5 and show that the objective f µ (x) monotonically decreases between consecutive iterations: Lemma 5.1 (Gradient Descent). For every iteration k = 0, . . . , T − 1 in PosSDPSolver, the objective f µ (x) does not increases: f µ (x (k) ) − f µ (x (k+1) ) ≥ 0. Combining this with Proposition 4.2.c, we have f µ (x (k) ) ≤ 0 for all k.
In addition, letting B (k) ⊆ [n] be the set of indices i such that
Above, the expectation is over the random choice of T (k) at iteration k. 5 To be clear, in some literature, the gradient descent is referred only to x ← x − c · ∇f (x) for some constant c. In this paper, we adopt the more general notion, and refer it to any step that directly decreases f (x).
We remark here that Lemma 5.1 does not follow from any classical theory of gradient descent because our objective f µ (x) is simply not smooth in the positive orthant. Neither does Lemma 5.1 follow from the so-called "multiplicative Lipschitz gradient property" introduced in [3] , because the fundamental property that the work [3] replies on, "∇ i f µ (x) increases as x decreases, and vice versa", no longer holds in the SDP case. This is also one of the major reasons that the results of [19, 29] fail to produce any theoretical guarantee.
Our proof of Lemma 5.1 crucially relies on two key properties. First, the sign-consistent and random choice of T (k) ensures that x either only increases or only decreases at a single iteration k. Second, our new matrix inequality introduced in Section 2 ensures that "∇ i f µ (x) increases in an average sense as x decreases". We defer the technical proof of Lemma 5.1 to Section 5.1.
Step II: Mirror Descent. It is not hard to show, and in fact proven in [3] for a slightly different variant, that each update x
can also be viewed as a mirror-descent step. A mirror descent step in optimization is any step from x to x that is of the form x ← arg min z {V x (z)+ α∇f (x), z−x }. Here, α > 0 is some step length, and V x ( x) = w( x)− ∇w(x), x− x − w(x) is the Bregman divergence of some convex distance generating function w(x). In this paper, we pick w(x) def = i∈[n] x i log x i − x i to be the generalized entropy function, and accordingly,
The next lemma easily follows from the general theory of mirror descent. Since its proof has essentially appeared in [3, Lemma 3.3], we prove it in Section B.3 only for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 5.2 (Mirror Descent). Letting
Step III: Coupling. Finally, as formally argued in Section B.2, the two lemmas above can be naturally combined, yielding the following bound:
Lemma 5.3 (Coupling). For any u ≥ 0 and k = 0, . . . , T − 1, we have
Above, the expectation is over the random choice of T (k) at iteration k.
The proof of Lemma 5.3 relies on a decomposition of the gradient
. This is a main difference that distinguishes our proof from [3] : we need to decompose the ξ i part into a positive and a negative terms, and then apply Lemma 5.2 twice.
Putting All Together. By telescoping the inequality in Lemma 5.3, one can obtain the following final theorem for packing SDP. Its proof is only slightly different from that of [3, Theorem 3.5] due to the special treatment of the randomness, and deferred to Section B.4. ), we have that E[f µ (x (T ) )] ≤ −(1 − 5ε)OPT. As a consequence, PosSDPSolver(A, ε) produces an output x =
1+ε that is a (1 − O(ε))-approximate solution for the packing SDP (1.1) with at least a constant probability.
The Gradient Descent Lemma
In this subsection we view our update x (k) → x (k+1) as a gradient-descent step and prove Lemma 5.1. We begin by observing that each x i is changed by a factor of at most 1 ± 4α/3 per iteration:
Proof. We can always write x
According to the fact that e t ≤ 1 + 4t/3 for t ∈ [0, 1/4] and e t ≥ 1 − t ≥ 1 − 4t/3 for t ∈ [−1/4, 0], we must have x
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We prove by induction. Suppose that Lemma 5.1 is true for all indices less than k. This implies, in particular, that
There are two cases to consider at iteration k: (1) if we choose T − (·) and (2) if we choose T + (·). Each of them happens with probability 1/2.
In the first case, that is, if we choose T − (·), we have the property that our vector does not decrease: that is,
for every i ∈ [n]. We compute the objective difference by the standard integral over gradients:
where in the last equality we have defined Ψ 
Recall that, for each
i , we must have e Ψ • A i − 1 < −ε by the definition of T − (·). Therefore, multiplying both sides by x
≥ 0 and summing up over i ∈ [n], we obtain
This further implies that (after some careful term rearranging)
Above, the last inequality is again by our definition of
. In conclusion, we arrive at the inequality
In the case when T + is chosen, a symmetric argument (although replacing the use of Lemma 2.3.a with Lemma 2.3.b and using slightly different constants, see Appendix B.1) yields that
Above, the second inequality is because for each i ∈ [n] satisfying x
. Next, observe that for each coordinate i ∈ B (k) we have x
for our choice of α. Plugging this into the inequality above, we arrive at the inequality
Finally, combining the two cases above, we conclude that
Convergence Analysis for Covering SDP
We have seen in Section 5 that a vector x ≥ 0 satisfying f µ (x) ≈ −OPT yields an approximate solution to the packing SDP (1.1). However, this vector x itself gives no information about the solution to the covering SDP (1.2).
In this section, we show that, defining
)-approximate solution to the covering SDP (1.2) with at least a constant probability. Therefore, PosSDPSolver(A, ε) is an algorithm that simultaneously solves both the primal and the dual side of the positive SDP problem.
Our proof can be divided into two parts. First, using similar proof techniques as in [3] , one can show that Y satisfies the approximate optimality, at least in an expected sense. We prove this lemma below in Appendix C only for the sake of completeness.
In the second part, we wish to show that Y satisfies the approximate feasibility as well, that is,
. However, we encounter two difficulties:
• First, a similar analysis as in [3] would only imply that the expected matrix E[Y ] satisfies such approximate feasibility, rather than Y . By Markov's inequality, this only suggests that for each (rather than for all) i ∈ [n], A i • Y ≤ 1 + O(ε) holds with constant probability. 6 • Second, the analysis in [3] does not directly imply that Y is approximately feasible. Instead, one has to modify Y in a non-trivial manner which is very unpleasant in practice. Due to the above difficulties, we propose in this paper a fundamentally different, yet much simpler analysis for proving the approximate feasibility. This is deferred to Appendix C. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. According to Proposition A.1, we have
Suppose further that A = P P T . Then, we can write
However, since P T e α(Ψ+tA) P 0 and P T e (1−α)(Ψ+tA) P 0, we conclude that P T e α(Ψ+tA) P • P T e (1−α)(Ψ+tA) P ≥ 0 and therefore f (t) ≥ 0 for all reals t.
Next, applying Lemma 2.1 we have that
B Missing Proofs for Section 5 B.1 The Gradient Descent Lemma
In this section, we provide the detailed analysis of the symmetric case (i.e., when T + is chosen) in the proof for Lemma 5.1. 
Recall that, for each i ∈ [n] satisfying x 
This further implies that (after some careful term rearranging) 7 and thus Lemma 5.1 gives
Finally, the ξ components are upper bounded by Lemma 5.2 as follows. Letting γ = ξ (k−) if T (k) = T − , and γ = ξ (k+) if T (k) = T + , we have that
where the expectation is over the random choice of T at iteration k. Together, we obtain
B.3 The Mirror Descent Lemma
In this subsection, we are going to view our step x (k) → x (k+1) as a mirror descent step, and prove Lemma 5.2. We emphasize that this subsection is included in this paper only for the sake of completeness: it is almost a simple replication of the proof of [3, Lemma 3.3] .
Recall that ξ 1] is the truncated gradient at step k, and satisfies that ξ
. We can verify that our careful choice of x (k) → x (k+1) is in fact a mirror descent step on the truncated gradient:
Claim B.1.
Proof. This can be verified coordinate by coordinate, because the arg min function is over all possible z ≥ 0, where this constraint does not impose any inter-coordinate constraint. In other words, by substituting the definition of V x (k) (z), we only need to verify that
At this point, the univariate function g(z i ) is convex and has a unique minimizer. Since the gradient After confirming that our iterative step in PosSDPSolver is indeed a mirror descent step, it is not hard to deduce Lemma 5.2 based on the proof of the classical mirror descent analysis.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. We deduce the following sequence of inequalities:
Here, x is due to the minimality of x (k+1) in (B.3), which implies that
y is due to the triangle equality of Bregman divergence:
z is because V x (y) = i y i log 
(B.5) Above, the expectation is over the randomness of the entire algorithm. Notice that, the second term on the right hand side of (B.5) is upper bounded by
Here, we have used the fact that
From here, we want to prove that E[f µ (x (T ) )] ≤ −(1−5ε)OPT by way of contradiction. Suppose not, that is,
giving an upper bound on the first term on the right hand side in (B.5). Substituting this and (B.6) to (B.5), and dividing αT on both sides, we get
Finally, since we have chosen T ≥ 8 log(2n) αε , the above right hand side is no greater than 4εOPT. This, by an averaging argument, tells us the existence of some k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1} with E[f µ (x (k) )] ≤ f µ ( u) + 4εOPT ≤ −(1 − 5ε)OPT (where we have used f µ ( u) ≤ −(1 − ε)OPT from Proposition 4.2.b). However, it contradicts to the hypothesis that
The fact that
1+ε provides a (1 − O(ε)) approximate solution for the packing SDP is due to Proposition 4.2.e and Markov's inequality which states that f µ (x (T ) ) ≤ −(1 − O(ε))OPT with at least constant probability.
C Missing Proofs for Section 6
The proof of Lemma 6.1 is completely analogous to its LP variant in [3] . We include it only for the sake of completeness.
Proof. Telescoping Lemma 5.3 for k = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1 and u = 0, we have that
Above, the last inequality uses the fact that V x (0) (0) = 1 T x (0) ≤ 1. We now respectively lower and upper bound the two sides of (C.1) as follows. One one hand, using the definition of gradient, the left hand side of (C.1) is lower bounded as
Above, the (only) inequality is because if B Together, we deduce from (C.1) that
where the last inequality is from 1 T x (k) ≤ (1 + ε)OPT for each k (see Proposition 4.2.d).
As mentioned earlier, our proof for Lemma 6.2 below is fundamentally different from its much weaker version in [3] . 
In the first step, recalling that x Above, the second inequality is due to our choice of x (0) , and the third inequality is due to our choice of T . Next, define Z k,i .
By a union bound, with probability at least 1 − ε/100, for every i ∈ [n],
In other words, with probability at least 1 − ε/100, for every i ∈ [n],
